
Curation process panel 1 -  Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

Over six workshops, 6 Rocket 
Artists and 3 Phoenix Artists 
worked together to develop 
processes that could enable 
inclusive, collaborative 
curation. The resulting 
exhibition Rocket Artists 
present Art By Johnny is 
shown in the main gallery, to 
your left

The work in this corridor, and 
in the South Gallery to the 
right, documents the inclusive 
collaborative process taken 
by the curation team in 
developing the Art By Johnny 
exhibition. Here we present 
the work that is usually 
invisible in an exhibition; what 
needs to happen ‘before and 
behind’ it as well as revealing 
how we make decisions as a 
group of artists, with different 
practices, experiences and 
abilities.

The text you see here was 
gathered from the group 
as we looked at all our 
documentation at the end of 
the workshops. It is a mixture 
of voices reflecting on  our 
process.

Henry and Angela invite us in to 
look around at Johnnys artwork

It is everywhere – on the walls, 
leaning against walls, by sofas and 
chairs, rolled up in the shower and 
in piles of unframed works - and 
on the cushions and book covers 
too. We were able to take our time. 
Some of us drew pictures to identify 
the works that interested us the 
most, some of us looked through 
the artwork, some of us asked 
questions. We saw where Johnny 
makes work in his studio: 

Tarpaulin, easel, a table full of paint-
pots and brushes

Johnny wasn’t there - he was at 
college

We sat around the kitchen table 
and had lunch together talking and 
eating and meeting. 

Took photos of the work and 
thought about framing and not 
framing

Looked at really big paintings and 
very small drawings and thought 
about the colours and the themes 
and asked questions about Johnny 
and his paintings

Back at the Phoenix we visit the 
gallery – collecting envelopes with 
copies of Johnny’s paintings inside 
and using them to get ourselves 
into pairs. We work in those pairs 
to choose 7 paintings and arrange 
them on the wall

Then we look for visual 
connections, stories and ideas for 
grouping the works

Decided on regular Facebook posts 
to share our process with Johnny, 
his parents - and others

Getting to know each other, getting to know 
Johnny’s Art, getting the measure of the Phoenix 
Gallery

We started the process of getting to know each other 
with introductions and sharing practice: 

What kind of artists are we? 

We spent time handling artefacts and showing each 
other short films and photographs

Prisms 

A drey of earthy coated squirrels

Megazone and It’s a Wrap films 

Drawings from sketchbooks 

Making rainbows with the light

Kelvin drew the artefacts and John made drawings of 
the artists gathered round

Just before lunch we travel together to Johnny’s 
house with a list of things we would like to know 
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Curation process panel 3 -  Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

Checking our decisions 1:

A space was made for disappointments to be aired 
and works to be reconsidered. Yes No Maybe’s are 
seen as a step towards our final decision on the works 
to be included in the exhibition. We burst into an 
energetic game of catch with a large ball of collected 
up masking tape

Recording the day with chalk on blackboard helps us 
plan, capture process and keep track whist remaining 
unfixed

Checking our decisions 2:

There is a need to look at the artwork again so a 
small working group go back to Johnny’s house 
with permission from the rest of the group to refine 
decisions. Angela and Henry have brought out the 
works on our lists and we look through them all

The choices are fine-tuned:

Maybe becomes Yes, or No 

Yes’s become No’s 

A No becomes a Yes 

5 more paintings are invited into the mix

The size and scale and the quality of marks and colour 
in the work is carried back to the rest of the curation 
team at Phoenix

Meanwhile the other group were thinking about 
compromise by playing The Yes? No? Maybe? game 
devised by Carol:

Aim of the game is to move towards the end goal to 
kick the ball through the goal. You move by answering 
‘closed’ questions; which can only be answered with 
Yes, No or Maybe

Too many of either Yes or No answers result in moving 
away from the most direct route to the goal and 
travelling up the walls! Players need to judge when to 
say compromise to allow them to get back on target

The different coloured lines on the floor create an 
interesting pattern tracing the choices that we make. 
It’s a good way of thinking about the curation concept 
in a playful, physical and engaging way. Kelvin was 
about to win but wanted us to get there together, a 
good understanding of the collaborative curation 
process!

Throughout the workshops we were balancing the 
need for creative thinking, collective journeying 
and practical decision making – looking for 
structure to hold the stages of our process and 
keep us on track

The gallery has 3 distinct spaces and this provided 
an opportunity to break the curation down and 
experiment with framed and unframed works and 
recreating aspects of Johnny’s studio

We revisit the gallery for more detail and more 
measuring  

Ideas of inviting Johnny’s workspace into the show 
is thought about by 2 members of the team, Tina 
and Polly, using tactile practices:

Touch the walls 

Feel the solid area 

Measure

Imagine placing objects 

Remembering and mapping the ceiling and 
floor 

Putting things at different heights, drawing and 
measuring and looking at the space and being 
in the space

Connecting to Johnny: Physical and non-verbal.

Practical thinking

We experimented with different ways of getting 
a feel for the space and were interested in 
recreating elements of Johnny’s studio. By using 
tactile senses we gained a better understanding 
of the task ahead: measuring the gallery space, 
touching the walls and feeling the solid area. 
We imagined placing objects within the space 
remembering and mapping out the corners, 
ceiling and floor. By drawing out a large map on 
paper and looking at photographs of Johnny’s 
studio we were able to move the abstract into a 
more physical and tangible form - for all of us
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Curation process panel 2 -  Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

We learnt to really value our own creative 
practices. After an intensive group 
activity, Kelvin decided that it was a good 
idea to return to making art together – 
and so we spent some time drawing each 
other.  We felt more bonded – it’s a way of 
staying in touch, and understanding who 
we are working with

Throughout the curation process we 
returned again and again to making 
impromptu collaborative artworks 
together. In this way some of the things 
we are doing in order to find ways of 
thinking together about Johnny’s Art 
can be noticed and explored - amplified 
– exaggerated - made more of - and re-
performed in the exhibition space:

Shuffling images – shuffling about – 
shuffling across and around

Mapping the exhibition space with 
our bodies 

Drawing with tape 

Using megaphones to give 
instructions across the space

Recording squeaky shoes

Playing with words and meanings

Swapping and drawing on each 
other’s ideas

A group chorus of Yes No Maybe’s

We return to our role as artists and 
inhabit the thinking through doing 
skills that we are bringing to the group 
curation process

What does curation mean to us?

Reflections:

Having pictures of Johnny helped us 
communicate, remember what and why and 
who

Looking and choosing. It is important to take 
the time to get to know the artwork – in one 
constellation, then another. Sorting, handling, 
making collections and viewing

We choose and collect in pairs, finding an 
interest in common – then, one at a time. Making 
room for clear personal choice to enter the 
mix. Shuffling images and noticing connections 
through colour, shape, suggestion

Coloured ‘post-its’ are a flexible way to make 
choices visible and allow each group member 
to post their thoughts onto a copy of every 
artwork. We move about the room, focusing 
on the images one at a time, backwards and 
forwards carrying our choices to the walls

Pink - Yes

Blue - No

Yellow - Maybe

Post-its can be moved and reordered and are 
used to make all voices visible in the room. 
Group working together makes space for each 
voice to be heard. We don’t all agree and that’s 
ok

Saying No is empowering, enjoyable and 
important  
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Gallery exhibition guide, Outside- Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny

Whilst working together to think about Johnny’s 
artworks and curate this exhibition, we had some 
interesting conversations about how work is titled 
and ideas are communicated in the gallery space. 
Text-based titles next to artworks did not seem 
appropriate with this body of work particularly 
as Johnny does not title his own work. Where 
appropriate we have included some visual labels.

Johnny works from a number of locations; in 
his studio at home, in Rocket Artists supported 
studio at Phoenix Brighton and from his family 
villa in Portugal. The majority of the work shown 
was made within the last 4 years. Certain themes 
appear more prominently in his work in different 
locations and on particular days. Johnny’s parents 
have communicated to us that they have noticed 
the following themes in his work:

Man
Johnny began drawing ‘Man’ at an early age. 
Whilst attending an art workshop with Mymarc,  
an outline of Johnny was traced onto a sheet of 
paper. In response Johnny painted a large scale 
red figure, with a vibrant blue background, 
to be the first of many. Johnny often calls the 
figure he draws ‘Man’, and many works feature 
multiple figures. ‘Man’ is rarely painted in 
Johnny’s studio at home but often appears in 
the Rocket Artists studio.

Hills and Trees
Hills and Trees has been a long term theme in 
Johnny’s work. The imagined scene regularly 
features three trees and six hills in vibrant 
colours. Johnny often begins these paintings 
using yellow and regularly paints them on a 
Friday from his studio at home.

View from the Villa
For the last decade, Johnny’s family have 
regularly visited their villa in Portugal. Johnny 
paints there daily and the view from the villa 
frequently appears in his work. Swimming pool, 
palm trees, plants and a parasol often appear. 
In Portugal, Johnny paints directly from life and 
will also paint the scene from memory when at 
home in Brighton. 

Pavillion 
Johnny and his family live in Brighton and often 
visit the Royal Pavilion. Johnny enjoys spending 
time there and drawing in the music room as 
well as drawing from photos and postcards.

The Rocket Artists are a group of artists with and without learning disabilities. 
We curated Art By Johnny and have designed this guide to support visitor 
experience and engagement with the exhibition. Aknowledging and valuing the 
many different ways that people communicate and experience the world is 
important to us. This guide and the two exhibitions are intended to reflect this.

 ?

                      present

Art By Johnny
exploring inclusive curation

present Art By Johnny
 exploring inclusive curation

                      present

Art By Johnny
exploring inclusive curation

Artwork in this exhibition does 
not have written titles. Johnny 
Carroll-Pell is a prolific, young 
artist with severe autism. He 
does not speak about his work in 
sentences or title his paintings. 
Some artworks do have known 
details which are shared here. 

We invite you to have your own 
experience of the artwork and 
make notes or drawings within 
this guide. You are welcome to 
share these with the invigilation 
team or keep them for yourself.

Work has been hung at the lower 
central height. You are welcome 
to sit on the sofas and there are 
invitations to engage with the 
work within the gallery and foyer. 

The exhibition continues into the 
corridor where the Rocket Artists 
reveal some of the processes 
that led to the curation of Art By 
Johnny.

Although the work in this exhibi-
tion is not for sale, merchandise 
is available during the associated 
events. Please see Phoenix invig-
ilators for details.

Exhibition 
Guide

David Bowie from an 
online photograph

Nick Cave from an 
online photograph

Kung Fu Panda

Johnny and parents 
from a photograph

Mountains from a 
Maxwell Holyoke-Hirsch 
drawing, Rockets studio

House and Garden 
looking at ‘Garden’ 
2015 by David Hockney

Self portrait with hair

Self-portrait

Water Lilies on the 
lake. Painting was  
strapped to a tree, 
Sacred Earth land 
Project

For the following works more specific 
information is known: 

www.rocketartists.co.uk

Curation process panel 4 -  Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

Back in the studio, Caitlin offers a way of thinking and 
connecting back through drawing: 

The collaborative drawing activity brought us back to 
drawing and working together, responding to each 
other’s mark making, communicating non-verbally to 
create something collectively. It’s felt really important 
to bring the creative process back in to our workshop 
and curatorial meetings.

Drawing especially was a way to understood Johnny’s 
work and how as artists we might respond ; it has been 
a connecting factor all along.

Originally I thought that we could move with the 
drawing along the corridor, creating a procession.

We placed it down on the floor and began looking 
and then Kelvin began tracing some of the lines with 
his body, I was really caught up watching and then we 
all joined in together moving our bodies with these 
connecting lines and threads. 

It was really unexpected but joyous thing to be part of

A very good day. A release

Drawing together in this way supported us to step 
closer still as a group. 

A performance was created from the process 

By embodying ourselves as artists in this project, the 
next step revealed itself to us …

The sound generated by our collective drawing 
focuses us and we think about Johnny and his 
artworks whilst making this shared piece. We create 
with only a brief introduction, art materials moving 
across the surface of a large roll of paper -  a ‘busy’ 
end and a ‘tailed off’ end to the drawing.

Scale is significant. 

An interesting momentum to the process on 
the last day:

The group insists on working together on the 
final curation tasks, rather than dividing into 
groups to tackle what remains to be done 

We falter by dividing the gallery into 
sections, andstruggle to proceed ...

The group needs to function as a whole to 
get the job done and we talk and shuffle until 
we find a way through 

Johnny’s figures lead the way 

We each take one and site them in the 
gallery, in conversation with one another, 
within sight of each other, to anchor the main 
room and build the decisions from there

This final collaborative act of curation 
included:

A plan 

A negotiation 

A review of the plan

Dialogue and compromise – (in order 
that nothing be compromised) 

Knowledge of Johnny’s themes and 
processes

Carrying scale images of Johnny’s 
artworks around the gallery

Mapping and signaling across the space

This final consensus was made possible 
through our shared collaborative practice 
which had developed over the workshops. 
We were using our ability to move about 
each other and negotiate with the same 
ease as making a large scale collaborative 
drawing - weaving and threading about a 
designated space, listening, making contact, 
building up, making decisions and remaining 
fluid 

Trusting that together we can make 
something surprising happen

By taking time to get to know who we all 
were as artists, by having trust in creative 
and collaborative processes and welcoming  
No’s and Why’s we navigated a way to 
curate Johnny’s artwork and invite you in
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Invitation to Phoenix Artists to join Rockets curation team & curation team panel used in final exhibition- Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

Call out to join our curation project 
Rocket Artists are working to curate an exhibition of Johnny 
Carroll-Pell, opening April 2nd, 2018 at Phoenix Brighton.
We are looking for 3 Phoenix artists to join us for this project.

Please get in touch
Selected artists can expect to:
• collaborate with Rocket Artists and experience 

inclusive ways of working in facilitated 
workshops

• Receive a training workshop to introduce you 
to the Rockets ethos and inclusive ways of 
working in a supported studio

• Explore workshop based inclusive working in 
terms of collaborative curation and accessibility

• Recieve £100 expenses 

You will need to be able to commit to the 
following dates at Phoenix Brighton
Meet us: Monday 22nd Jan from 1.30pm

Training: Monday 29th Jan

Workshops: Mondays 10-3pm 

Feb 5th,12th,19th, 26th, March 5th,12th 

Plus 2 of these dates in March: 27th, 28th, 29th.  
Exhibition opens 2nd April

Are you... 

Email your expression of interest by 
19/1/18 to info@rocketartists.co.uk

Send
• 3 photos of your work 
• your artists statement 
• a sentence about why you would like to take 

part in the project

Interested in exploring 
ideas of curation, inclusive 
working and collaboration?

Able to to commit to  
a series of dates?

For more information
Rocket Artists  www.rocketartists.co.uk         |   Art By Johnny on Facebook         |   Phoenix Brighton www.phoenixbrighton.org

Meet the curation team
Johnny & Parents Phoenix Artists Rocket Artists

Johnny 
Carroll-Pell

Polly Blake Tina Jenner Jane Fox

Angela Pell Caitlin Heffernan Kelvin Burke Sarah Bennett

Henry Normal Carol Quinn Louella Forrest Jo Offer

present Art By Johnny
 exploring inclusive curation
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Project text panel used in final exhibition poster & leaflet -  Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 

For more information:
Rocket Artists  www.rocketartists.co.uk
Art By Johnny on Facebook
Phoenix Brighton www.phoenixbrighton.org

Front im
age Hills and Trees, Johnny Carroll-Pell

Rocket Artists Studios is a registered Community Interest Company (England & Wales no.10593746)

Meet the curation team

Phoenix Brighton 4 - 29 April 2018

Johnny & Parents Phoenix Artists Rocket Artists

Johnny 
Carroll-Pell

Polly Blake Tina Jenner Jane Fox

Angela Pell Caitlin Heffernan Kelvin Burke Sarah Bennett

Henry Normal Carol Quinn Louella Forrest Jo Offer
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This exhibition sees the realization of two aims: To celebrate the creativity 
of artist Johnny Carroll Pell and to present the collaborative journey and 
processes that the Rocket Artists explored in curating the show. In this 
sense the exhibition seeks to highlight and honour both the individual and 
collective endeavor at the heart of the Rocket Artists philsophy.
Visitors to the exhibition can experience 3 distinct areas of 
work: the main gallery shows a selection of Johnny’s artwork 
and is linked to the South Gallery - where some of the 
ephemeral and performative aspects of the group curation 
can be explored. The adjoining corridor holds the collective 
and visual mapping of the curation process itself.

Rocket Artists are a group of artists with and without learning 
disabilities who have extensive experience of collaborative 
and inclusive practices in art making, exhibition and 
performance. In 2013, Rocket Artists devised and curated 
Side by Side at the Spirit level gallery, Southbank Centre, 
London. The exhibition addressed Learning Disability, Art and 
Collaboration and drew in artworks from across the world from 
over 40 supported studios, arts organisations and artists.

The ability to curate and organize exhibitions as a group has 
become an extension of Rocket Artist practice, most recently 
seen at ONCA Gallery for the Action! Take 1, Take 2, Take 3 
exhibition of collaborative film making in 2016.

The unique perspective gained from these experiences now 
sees Rocket Artists engaged much closer to home through 
the invitation from Phoenix Brighton to join them on their 
exploration of inclusion, curation audience engagement, 
interpretations and access. 

The group saw this as an opportunity to support Johnny with a 
solo exhibition to celebrate his work. 

Rocket Artists extended the opportunity to collaborate and 
were joined by 3 artists from Phoenix Brighton. 

Working together they curated Johnny’s paintings in 
liaison with his parents, Angela and Henry. The team have 
documented and reflected on their explorations, asked 
questions, provoked and negotiated, made observations and 
devised creative responses to their experiences. 

In exploring what it is like to be artists charged with making 
decisions about the artworks of another, the group have been 
able to reflect on what individual artists bring in order to 
collaborate and move forward with integrity. 

The project provides an important opportunity to contribute to 
the debate that artists with learning disabilities have credible 
and valid insights and expertise to offer. It throws a light on the 
shifting role of the collaborative artist within supported studios 
as dynamic, listening and socially engaged. 

The curation team will be sharing insights into their 
collaborative curation process on Sunday 22nd April Rocket 
Artists run a supported studio in the Phoenix where individuals 
focus on their distinct practices and develop specific 
ambitions. 

Information about associated events can be found here: 
Partnership projects such as Art By Johnny provide valuable 
opportunities for individuals to collaborate with other artists 
and organisations in meaningful ways that can enable mutual 
exchanges of knowledge and ideas. 

www.rocketartists.co.uk

present Art By Johnny
 exploring inclusive curation

Welcome to Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny:  
exploring inclusive curation
This exhibition sees the realization of two aims: To celebrate the creativity 
of artist Johnny Carroll Pell and to present the collaborative journey and 
processes that the Rocket Artists explored in curating the show. In this 
sense the exhibition seeks to highlight and honour both the individual 
and collective endeavor at the heart of the Rocket Artists philsophy.
Visitors to the exhibition can experience 
3 distinct areas of work: the main gallery 
shows a selection of Johnny’s artwork 
and is linked to the South Gallery - where 
some of the ephemeral and performative 
aspects of the group curation can be 
explored. The adjoining corridor holds 
the collective and visual mapping of the 
curation process itself.

Rocket Artists are a group of artists 
with and without learning disabilities 
who have extensive experience of 
collaborative and inclusive practices in 
art making, exhibition and performance. 
In 2013, Rocket Artists devised and 
curated Side by Side at the Spirit level 

gallery, Southbank Centre, London. The 
exhibition addressed Learning Disability, 
Art and Collaboration and drew in 
artworks from across the world from over 
40 supported studios, arts organisations 
and artists.

The ability to curate and organize 
exhibitions as a group has become an 
extension of Rocket Artist practice, most 
recently seen at ONCA Gallery for the 
Action! Take 1, Take 2, Take 3 exhibition 
of collaborative film making in 2016.

The unique perspective gained from 
these experiences now sees Rocket 
Artists engaged much closer to home 
through the invitation from Phoenix 

Brighton to join them on their exploration 
of inclusion, curation, audience 
engagement, interpretations and access. 

The group saw this as an opportunity to 
support Johnny with a solo exhibition to 
celebrate his work. 

Rocket Artists extended the opportunity 
to collaborate and were joined by 3 
artists from Phoenix Brighton. 

Working together they curated Johnny’s 
paintings in liaison with his parents, 
Angela and Henry. The team have 
documented and reflected on their 
explorations, asked questions, provoked 
and negotiated, made observations 
and devised creative responses to their 
experiences. 

In exploring what it is like to be artists 
charged with making decisions about the 
artworks of another, the group have been 
able to reflect on what individual artists 
bring in order to collaborate and move 
forward with integrity. 

The curation team will be sharing insights 
into their collaborative curation process 
on Sunday 22nd April. 

Information about all associated events 
can be found here: https://www.
phoenixbrighton.org/events/rockets-
artists-presents-art-by-johnny/

The project provides an important 
opportunity to contribute to the debate 
that artists with learning disabilities have 
credible and valid insights and expertise 
to offer. It throws a light on the shifting 
role of the collaborative artist within 
supported studios as dynamic, listening 
and socially engaged. 

Rocket Artists run a supported studio 
in the Phoenix where individuals focus 
on their distinct practices and develop 
specific ambitions. 

Partnership projects such as Art By 
Johnny provide valuable opportunities 
for individuals to collaborate with other 
artists and organisations in meaningful 
ways that can enable mutual exchanges 
of knowledge and ideas. 

www.rocketartists.co.uk

info@rocketartists.co.uk

07954 441382
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Install, public facing texts and audience engagement - Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny 



Install of curation process panels in corridor and South gallery - Rocket Artists present Art By Johnny  


